Comprehension of spoken natural language is an essential skill for robots to communicate with humans effectively. However, handling unconstrained spoken instructions is challenging due to (1) complex structures and the wide variety of expressions used in spoken language, and (2) inherent ambiguity of human instructions. In this paper, we propose the first comprehensive system for controlling robots with unconstrained spoken language, which is able to effectively resolve ambiguity in spoken instructions. Specifically, we integrate deep learning-based object detection together with natural language processing technologies to handle unconstrained spoken instructions, and propose a method for robots to resolve instruction ambiguity through dialogue. Through our experiments on both a simulated environment as well as a physical industrial robot arm, we demonstrate the ability of our system to understand natural instructions from human operators effectively, and show how higher success rates of the object picking task can be achieved through an interactive clarification process. 1
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I. INTRODUCTION
As robots become more omnipresent, there is also an increasing need for humans to interact with robots in a handy and intuitive way. For many real-world tasks, use of spoken language instructions is more intuitive than programming, and is more versatile than alternative communication methods such as touch panel user interfaces [1] or gestures [2] due to the possibility of referring to abstract concepts or the use of high-level instructions. Hence, using natural language as a means to interact between humans and robots is desirable.
However, there are two major challenges to realize the concept of robots that interpret language and act accordingly. First, spoken language instructions as used in our daily lives have neither predefined structures nor a limited vocabulary, and often include uncommon and informal expressions, e.g., "Hey man, grab that brown fluffy thing", see Figure 1 . Second, there is inherent ambiguity in interpreting spoken languages, since humans do not always put effort in making their instructions clear. For example, there might be multiple "fluffy" objects present in the environment like in Figure 1 , in which case the robot would need to ask back: e.g. "Which one?". Although proper handling of such diverse and ambiguous expressions is a critical factor towards building domestic or service robots, little effort has been made to date to address these challenges, especially in the context of human-robot interaction.
In this paper, we tackle these two challenges in spoken human-robot communication, and develop a robotic system which a human operator can communicate with using unconstrained spoken language instructions. To handle complex structures and cope with the diversity of unconstrained language, we combine and modify existing state-of-the-art models for object detection [3] , [4] and object-referring expressions [5] , [6] into an integrated system that can handle a wide variety of spoken expressions and their mapping to miscellaneous objects in a real-world environment. This modification makes it possible to train the network without explicit object class information, and to realize zero-shot recognition of unseen objects. To handle inherent ambiguity in spoken instructions, our system also focuses on the process of interactive clarification, where ambiguity in a given instruction can be resolved through dialogue. Moreover, our system agent combines verbal and visual feedback as shown in Figure 1 in such a way that the human operator can provide additional explanations to narrow down the object of interest similar to how humans communicate. We show that spoken language instructions are indeed effective in improving the end-to-end accuracy of real-world object picking.
Although the use of natural language instructions has received attention in the field of robotics [7] - [10] , our work is the first to propose a comprehensive system integrating the process of interactive clarification while supporting unconstrained spoken instructions through human-robot dialogue. To evaluate our system in a complex, realistic environment, we have created a new challenging dataset which includes a wide variety of miscellaneous real-world objects, each of which is annotated with spoken language instructions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is described in Section II, while Section III explains our task definition and Section IV explains our proposed method. Section V outlines our experimental setup, while results are presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII describes our future work and concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Human-Robot Interaction with Natural Language
Natural language processing has recently been receiving much attention in the field of robotics. Several studies on human-robot interactions have been conducted, such as those focusing on the expressive space of abstract spatial concepts as well as notions of cardinality and ordinality [7] , [8] , or those focusing on how to ask a robot questions to clarify ambiguity [9] . The work in [7] , [8] shows that the positional relationship in space is essential to deal with multiple objects. Most notably, in [8] multiple daily objects are recognized, instead of similarly shaped simple objects with different colors, as in [7] . However, these studies implicitly assume that human instructions are precise, that is, without interpretation ambiguity. As mentioned in the introduction though, natural language is inherently ambiguous.
The language-based feedback to robots, especially under the presence of interpretation ambiguity, has been overlooked except by few research work such as [9] . [9] focused on object fetching using natural language instructions and pointing by gesture. However, experiments were only conducted in a simple, controlled environment containing at most six known and labeled objects. Moreover, feedback from the robot is limited to only a simple binary confirmation: i.e. "This one?". Although it is possible to execute specific tasks such as cooking [10] by designing the environment and labels and teaching the robot in advance, it is difficult to respond under circumstances where a large number of miscellaneous objects are placed in the environment, especially under the presence of objects that do not have a specific or common name to call.
B. Comprehension of Visual Information with Natural Language
Recently, there has been significant progress in multimodal research related to computer vision and natural language processing. The capability of comprehending images has been improved and measured through image captioning [11] , [12] using neural network based models. Mapping language information into a visual semantic space [13] and image retrieval [14] have also been investigated. For more precise comprehension [15] , captioning images densely for each object [16] or relation [17] has been done. Further work includes work on tasks for referring expressions [6] , [18] - [20] , and generating or comprehending discriminative sentences in a scene where similar objects exist.
Visual question answering [21] is also a related task that is answering single open-ended questions about an image.
Object detection [3] , [22] , which plays an important role in our work, has been improved through several grand challenges such as PASCAL VOC [23] and MSCOCO [24] . In our task setting, the system tries to identify particular objects within an image described with a spoken expression. However, it is naive to assume that the referred object is always uniquely defined in a natural conversation between human and robots. Therefore, we introduce an interactive system to clarify target objects using spoken language.
III. TASK DEFINITION
As described in Section I, our work focuses on the interaction between a human operator and a system agent controlling a robotic system through natural language speech input. To this extent, we set up an environment in which over 100 objects are distributed across several boxes as shown in Figure 3 . The robot is then instructed by the operator to pick up a specific object and move it to another location, for example in the following manner: "Move the tissue box to the top right bin."
One part of the interaction we focus on in this work is the process of getting more clarity. Looking again at Figure 3 , for example, two tissue boxes are present in the workspace of the robot, which might lead the system agent to ask the operator: "Which one do I need to pick?". The operator is then allowed to use unconstrained language expressions as feedback to direct the system agent to the requested item, which in our example could be: "The orange one, please.", "Get me the one that is in the corner.", or "The one next to the plastic bottle.".
We focus on highly realistic and challenging environments in the following aspects:
• Highly cluttered environment: We focus on both organized and highly cluttered environments. In our setup for cluttered environments, a large number of objects are scattered over four boxes, with a large degree of occlusion. Object recognition as well as picking in this kind of environment is very challenging, especially when a large part of the object is occluded. On the other hand, highly organized environments are also challenging. In this case the human operator might need to use various, additional expressions to refer to a unique object among similar objects in the environment. These expressions could refer to the absolute or relative position to another object, or could be ordinality/cardinality expressions. • Wide variety of objects: we use over a hundred different known objects, including those that do not have specific names and hence would force a human operator to use indirect or abstract expressions to refer to the target object. In addition, we used 22 unknown objects to evaluate how well our recognition and picking model generalizes to new objects.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
Taking advantage of recent advances in image and referring expression comprehension models, we built a fully statistical language understanding system, which does not rely on any hand-crafted rules or pre-defined sets of vocabulary or grammatical structures. By jointly training the object recognition and language understanding modules, our model can learn not only the general mapping between object names and actual objects, but also various expressions referring to attributes of each object, such as color, texture, size, or orientation.
Instructions from a human operator are given as text or speech input. The goal of comprehension of the instruction (i.e. specifying the target object and the destination) is divided into five subtasks ( Figure 2 ): 1) Transcribe the speech input as a textual instruction using the Web Speech API in Google Chrome (only for speech input). 2) Detect a bounding box for each object in an image taken by the robot's camera using an SSD-based detector. 3) Identify the target object by using an encoder model that takes the textual instruction and the image (within the bounding box) as input. 4) Identify the destination box with a classifier that takes the textual instruction (but not image) as input. 5) If the given instruction turns out to be ambiguous, provide feedback to the human operator and ask for elaboration. Details of each subtask will be described in the following sections.
A. Candidate Object Detection
To detect a bounding box for each object, we train an object detection model based on a Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) [3] , which encodes regions in the input image efficiently and effectively. The model scores a large number of cropped regions in the image and outputs bounding boxes for candidate objects by filtering out regions with low scores. To handle previously-unseen objects in our challenging setting, we modified the original SSD so that it simply classifies each candidate bounding box into foreground object or background, following [4] , [22] . This modification enables the model to be trained without explicit object class information, since each region is scored purely based on its objectness [4] , and also allows us to take advantage of existing large-scale data created for different domains or object classes (e.g., VOC PASCAL [23] , MSCOCO [24] ). Our model will also be able to detect unknown objects that do not appear in the training data by generalizing over all training objects. Our implementation of the modified SSD is built on top of reimplementation of the original SSD algorithm 2 with Chainer [25] and Chainer-CV [26] .
B. Target Object Selection
After bounding boxes for all objects are recognized, we need to identify where the specified target object is located. Our object comprehension module is based on a referring expression listener model [6] , but we have additionally made input from our vision system is split into copped images using SSD, which are then fed into CNN to extract image features. Image and text features extracted from the vision and text (speech) input are fed into the target object detection module, while only the text feature is fed into the destination box selection model. a modification to support zero-shot recognition of unseen objects.
The target object recognition is formulated as a task to find the best bounding boxb from a set of predicted bounding boxes B = {b i }, given an instruction q and the entire image from a view I. As shown in Figure 2 , the image is first cropped into regional images defined by the bounding boxes of the candidate objects, and each object image is encoded with a convolutional neural network (CNN), followed by a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) layer that combines geometric features of each bounding box and relational features comparing the geometric features with those of other objects (i.e., average-/max-/min-pooling over normalized differences with the objects). On the other hand, the instruction q is encoded in a word embedding layer, which encodes each word in the input sentence to a vector representation, followed by Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and MLP layers. Finally, the output module calculates scores {s i |s i ∈ [−1, 1]} for each object by calculating the cosine similarity between the vector representation of the instruction and that of the cropped object image.
When calculating the relational features, our module compares the geometric features with all other objects in the environment, rather than with those in the same object class, as was done in the original model by [6] . This modification allows us to build a generalized model that can recognize both seen and unseen objects, and also simplifies our data creation process as we do not need to annotate each object with its object class.
C. Destination Box Selection
Our system agent also needs to identify the destination box to which it will move the target object. As shown in Figure 2 , our destination box selection module employs the same neural network architecture as used for Section IV-B: a neural network consisting of a word embedding layer, LSTM layer, and MLP layer. Although we separate the tasks of target object recognition and destination box selection, we found that the two tasks can actually be solved with the same architecture, and we do not have to perform tokenization or chunking of the instruction sentence. With an LSTM-based model, each network learns which part of the input sentence should be focused on, and the two recognition models will be trained to extract different types of information (i.e., target object and destination box) even from the same instruction sentence. We found that our LSTM-based encoder, which does not rely on any hand-crafted rules, is particularly effective for spoken language instructions, which are informal and often contain ungrammatical structures or word order.
D. Handling Ambiguity
In cases where the instruction from the human operator is unclear or erroneous, the system agent needs to ask for clarification. Formally we define this as the process to uniquely identify the target object and destination box with high confidence. We use a simple margin-based method: the system agent assumes it has confidently identified the target object and box if the score is higher than those of other objects (or boxes) with a margin larger than a threshold m obj and m box . If more than one object or box has scores within the threshold, we consider all objects or boxes within the margin to be potential targets, letting the system agent ask the human operator to provide additional explanation while highlighting all objects or boxes in the display, as in Figure 1 .
Tuning margin m is hard work and critical, because too large a margin causes persistent confirmation and too small a margin causes speculative actions even when ambiguity exists. However, we propose to exploit a reasonable margin which is linked to the training of a comprehension model. To train our comprehension model f θ , which scores a pair of a sentence and an object, we minimize a max-margin loss between scores of positive and negative object-sentence pairs. That is,
where q andq are correct and incorrect sentences, and o andô are correct and incorrect objects. In other words, this training aims to guarantee that every correct pair of a sentence and an object has scores higher by a margin m than any other pair with a wrong sentence or object.
If additional sentences are fed, the model simply calculates the scores of objects by summing scores using each sentence. We found that this approach is effective, and demonstrate so in our experiments Section VI.
V. EXPERIMENT SETUP
A. Dataset
We created a new dataset consisting of 1,180 images with bounding boxes and text instructions annotated. Each image contains 20 objects on average, which are scattered across the four boxes, as in Figure 3 . We chose commodities and daily household items, including many objects which might not look familiar for most people or which many people do not know the specific names of, so that they would have to use indirect expressions referring to their positions and attributes such as color or texture. Also, we intentionally included multiple objects of the same kind, so that you cannot simply use the name of the object to point to, without referring to the absolute or relative position of the object. Containing many commodities, we believe our dataset will be useful to train a practical system that is to be used in real-world scenarios. Each object in the imagery is annotated with a bounding box as shown in Figure 4 . We annotated each object in the imagery with text instructions by at least three annotators via crowd sourcing, Amazon Mechanical Turk. The annotators are asked to come up with a natural language instruction with which the operator can uniquely identify the target object without interpretation ambiguity. They are also asked to use intuitive, colloquial expressions that they would use when talking to friends. However, we did not carefully check if every instruction has interpretation ambiguity, deliberately leaving some interpretation ambiguities since one of the main focuses of our work is the interactive clarification process.
In total, we collected 1,180 images with 25,900 objects and 91,590 text instructions. 3 We split the dataset into a training set consisting of 1,160 images and 25,517 objects, and a validation set consisting of 20 images and 383 objects. Since some of the annotations include misspelling and do not appropriately specify target objects, we manually reviewed 3 The dataset is available at https://github.com/ pfnet-research/picking-instruction (along with a Japanese dataset).
all the text instructions in the validation set and removed inappropriate instructions; the total number of the objects and the instructions used for validation are 352 and 898, respectively.
B. Details of Machine Learning Setup
In this section, we describe details of our machine learning models. All hyper-parameters described in this section were found through a trial-and-error process on the validation data.
1) Candidate Object Detection Model: We trained a candidate object detection model, which is described in Section IV, on our dataset. As a base CNN network [3] for feature extraction, we used a VGG16 model which was pretrained on ImageNet dataset [27] . The model is trained for 60,000 iterations by SGD (stochastic gradient descent) with momentum. 4 Additionally, we employ data augmentation by randomly flipping the images vertically, since our image dataset was taken from a fixed top-down perspective and is different from the horizontal perspective commonly used with existing datasets such as PASCAL VOC [23] .
2) Target Object and Destination Box Selection Model:
We also trained an object comprehension model, described in Section IV, on our dataset. A CNN in the model uses the final layer (after pooling) of 50-layer ResNet [28] pre-trained on ImageNet dataset [27] 5 Training is performed by minimizing a max-margin loss with a margin m = 0.1 between correct sentence-object pairs and randomly-sampled incorrect pairs. Optimization is performed for 120,000 iterations with Adam. 6 We construct word vocabulary from words that appear more than once in the training data. Words that do not appear in the training data are replaced with a special out-ofvocabulary token "UNK," as a common practice used in NLP. We also used word dropout (dropping tokens themselves) with a ratio of 0.1. Stochastically dropping the latter half of a sentence is also applied with a ratio of 0.05 during training of the target object selection model. The number of hidden units in MLP and LSTM is 512 and the number of layers is 3. These settings are also used for training a destination prediction model based on LSTM and MLP, as described in Section IV; however, we changed the loss function to cross entropy over the classes (i.e. which box is correct among four boxes) and the number of the units to 256.
C. Robotic System Setup
Our robotic system, shown in Figure 5 , consists of an industrial FANUC M10iA robot arm equipped with a vacuum gripper as end-effector to handle a variety of objects without taking grasping posture or mechanical stability into consideration. The vacuum is turned on and off by an electromagnetic 4 We used the mini-batch size of 32, and the learning rate starting from 0.001, decayed by 0.1 every 20,000 iterations. 5 We use Chainer [25] to import pre-trained ResNet on https:// github.com/KaimingHe/deep-residual-networks, provided by the authors of the ResNet paper. 6 We used the mini-batch size of 128 and the learning rate starting from 0.0005, decayed by 0.9 every 4,000 iterations. Dropout is applied with a ratio of 0.1 at each layer of MLP, CNN's output layer, and word embedding layer. valve, through the robot controller. To validate whether an object has been successfully grasped, we utilize a PPG-CV pressure sensor of CKD corporation. Furthermore, we use an Ensenso N35 stereo camera in combination with an IDS uEye RGB camera to overlook the workspace of the robot arm and retrieve point clouds of the scene. To control our robotic system and process data, we use a PC equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 GPU and an Intel i7 6700K CPU running Ubuntu 16.04 with ROS Kinetic along with our own software modules. These modules consist of a motion planner, which makes use of a rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) to plan movements of the robot, a manipulation planner capable of querying the inverse kinematics of the robot and construct a path in order to pick and place the target object, interfaces to the cameras, and a task planner that manages all of the other modules.
VI. RESULTS
A. Software Simulation Results
We first show the performance of each module on the validation data in Table I . Both the candidate object detection and destination box selection modules achieved over 95% precision and accuracy. The target object selection module achieved a top-1 accuracy of 88%, which we believe is quite good considering the given instructions are naturally colloquial and an average of 20 objects are placed in each instance. The accuracies for top-k evaluations are shown in Figure 6 . When top-2 accuracy is considered, the object selection accuracy is largely improved to 95.5%. This result suggests that there is a high degree of interpretation ambiguity in our dataset, and getting detailed and elaborated feedback through a clarification process will be important to minimize the detection error in practice.
To demonstrate the efficacy of the interactive clarification process, we also conducted a simulated experiment with clarification. Since our crowd-sourced dataset does not contain clarification sentences even for ambiguous cases, we consider another textual instruction annotated to the same image instance as an additional instruction as a response to our robot's clarification question. 7 When the given instruction is recognized as ambiguous by the robot, we feed the clarification instruction selected this way to the system agent. It turned out 21% of the test instances were recognized as ambiguous by the system agent. By providing the additional clarifying instruction for these instances recognized as ambiguous, the overall top-1 accuracy significantly increased to 92.7% as shown in Table II , which is 4.7% higher than the accuracy without the clarification. This improvement corresponds to an overall error reduction of 39.2%, showing that providing additional clarifying instructions is highly effective when the instruction given by the human operator has interpretation ambiguity.
We also investigated the relation of the model accuracies and the interpretation ambiguity. As shown in Table II , the target object detection selection accuracy was 94.9% when the instruction was not considered ambiguous, whereas the accuracy for the top-ranked object was 63.6% when the system judged the instruction as ambiguous. This result clearly shows that our target object selection model is highly accurate when the given instruction does not have 7 We pick the instruction that has the least number of word overlap with the original instruction sentence as the clarifying sentence to provide, assuming human operators would avoid re-using the same expressions as in the initial instruction and try to come up with other way of narrowing down the target object and destination box.
interpretation ambiguity, and a large portion of the errors are for the ambiguous cases. Therefore, properly resolving the interpretation ambiguity by the iterative clarification process is important to improve the overall accuracy of the target object selection. We also found that even when the instance was judged as ambiguous, our candidate object detection module succeeded in detecting the correct target object as a potential candidate in 90.9% of the cases.
B. Analysis of Simulation Results
In this section, we present some analysis results from our software simulated experiments. Figure 7 shows four examples of input image and text pairs and detected target objects. The first two cases, (a) and (b), are failure cases, which are challenging due to the existence of objects with similar appearances. In case of (a), there are two identical objects (an orange and black box, a box of rubber band) placed differently in the bottom right box. The correct, upright one was referred to as "thin," but our system failed to understand that refers to the upright box. The second failure case (b) is related to color. The operator said "black box," but our system selected a "black and orange" box. This example suggests that if there is an object that is mostly covered by a single color, human operators often ignore other objects that contain the color partially. For the case of (c), the system correctly recognized the referring expression, "object with multiple holes," and succeeded in identifying the correct object out of multiple similarly shaped objects. Finally, (d) is a success case where the system correctly recognized the target object even in a highly cluttered environment. As seen in these examples, our system has succeeded in recognizing the correct target object even for challenging input, but is often confused by similarly shaped or colored objects. Figure 8 shows two cases where the system successfully selected the target object after a clarifying instruction. In the first case, although the system could not identify the target object because of color ambiguity, ("white packet in center"), the given clarifying instruction properly disambiguated it by being more specific about the color together with its location ("green and white label, located in the middle of top right box"). In the second case, although the system was unsure about the target object with "blue rectangle" in the first instruction, it raised the confidence after receiving the clarifying instruction with "green sponge".
C. Physical Robot Experiment Results
To evaluate the performance of our system in a real-world setting, we also conducted experiments with a physical robot arm and with seven external human operators. 8 We first set up an environment as in the dataset we created (e.g. Figure 3 ), and ask one of the operators to instruct the robot to move an object to another box. Our robot can ask the operator to provide additional information when it cannot confidently identify the target object or destination box. 9 After 5-7 objects have been moved, we refresh the environment by replacing all objects with another set of randomly selected objects. We performed a total of 97 object picking trials, out of which 63 trials were performed with only known objects, and 34 trials were performed by mixing known objects and approximately 30% of unknown objects that are not in our training data. Table III shows the success rates of our picking task as well as the accuracies for the destination box selection, target object selection, and the average number of per-session clarification questions asked by the robot. Even with our challenging setting with external human operators who do not have any prior knowledge about our task, our target object selection module achieved a 75.3% top-1 accuracy, and the end-to-end success rate of the picking and placing task was 73.1%. Even with a highly challenging setting with 30% of unknown objects mixed, our recognition model still works reasonably well, with a 70.6% object selection accuracy, and the end-to-end success rate of picking and placing was 67.6%. One reason for such generalization power is that our model used CNNs which are pretrained on ImageNet. Please note we told the human operators to avoid using command-like instructions, and to use colloquial expressions they would use when talking to a friend; we did not ask them to use specific patterns or expressions.
The target object selection accuracy of 75.3% was lower than the software simulated accuracy of 88.0%. We found this is primarily because the environment used in our robot experiments is slightly different from the original environment where the dataset was taken. Especially, the differences in the camera position, color temperature, and lighting conditions had a large impact on the accuracy. Especially, the color temperature had the largest impact, and instructions that include color information as perceived by the instructor (e.g., orange) did not always match the color as perceived by our system or the annotated color in the dataset (e.g., red). We will try to fill in this gap and improve the accuracy as future work.
Although our picking and placing accuracy alone was as high as 97.3%, we found the grasping ability of the vacuum end-effector was sometimes problematic. The versatility of a vacuum end-effector allows the robot to grasp various kinds of objects without precise grasping points, but some of the objects were still difficult to grasp. For example, sponges could not be sucked reliably, and the strong suction power for the vacuum sometimes caused empty beverage cans to dent, classified as a failure case of grasping. and Pick and Place (end-to-end) respectively correspond to the success rate of our object picking and placing task calculated only for successfully-detected instances (only) and that for all instances (end-to-end), including those in which the target box or object detection has failed. Avg. Number of Feedback indicates the average number of per-session clarification questions asked by the robot.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the first robotic system that can handle unconstrained spoken language instructions and can clarify a human operator's intention through interactive dialogue. Our system integrated state-of-the-art technologies for object recognition and referring expression comprehension models, and we also proposed to make several modifications so that the system can handle previously unseen objects effectively. We evaluated our system in a highly challenging, realistic environment, where miscellaneous objects are randomly scattered, and we not only achieved a high end-toend picking accuracy of 73.1% with an industrial robot, but also demonstrated that the interactive clarification process is effective for disambiguation of a human operator's intention, reducing the target object selection error by 39%. We believe our system's performance for colloquial spoken instructions and cluttered environments as we focused on in this work will serve as a benchmark for future development of robotic systems that interact with humans via spoken languages.
For future work, we plan to extend our method to support multiple languages using the same architecture, with an attempt to share knowledges across different languages to increase the accuracy and coverage, since our system is designed in a totally language agnostic way. Moreover, we also plan to improve our picking accuracy by designing a grasping strategy with a combination of a vacuum and gripper for the end-effector.
